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To ensure the long life of your PRIMUS sterilizer, follow and perform these Generic Preventative Maintenance (PM) procedures, during 
the recommended intervals. Operating at a higher or lower daily cycle rate may require an adjustment to the (PM) frequencies.

Test that the door(s) operates smoothly
Horizontal power doors move smoothly on the overhead beam/trolley assembly.

The cylindrical lugs on the door(s) should mate smoothly with the tabs on the vessel.

Wheel bearings in the trolley assemblies are sealed and do not require lubrication.

Adjust the trolley assembly only if necessary.

The air regulator for horizontal doors needs to be check to make sure it is not set to high.

Turn up the regulator on the door circuit until the air pop-off valve starts to leak - turn it off until it stops leaking.

NOTE:  These recommendations take precedence over those published in the PRIMUS Operator Manuals.

*Based on average number of daily cycles (4-6).

EVERY WEEK

Inspect the pneumatic lines, switches and cylinder components
Remove lint and dirt from the areas.

EVERY QUARTER
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Clean the exterior stainless steel surfaces 
Use PRIMUS Stainless Steel Polish - PN 800107

Clean chamber and remove all spill residue and staining

Remove and inspect pin trap(s) for accumulation of residue such as paper, fabric or other materials  
This is especially important following any breakage of glass or load containers.

Remove and clean shelving, transfer carts and loading equipment
Do not use cleaners containing chlorides.
A mild cleaning solution is recommended.  If stubborn stains remain, use detergent or a cleaner designed for stainless steel.   

EVERYDAY

Check the water supply and temperature
Water should be at or below 70 degrees F.  

Check the TDS (Total Dissolved Solids) of reverse osmosis water, “RO” if applicable - Should be at or below 10ppm.

Check the steam pressure relief valve for leaks
Replace valve if leakage is found.

Check incoming water supply
If necessary, adjust the supply regulator’s service booster system to 50 - 70 PSIG.
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Remove and clean strainers
IT IS CRITICAL THAT YOUR STRAINERS REMAIN CLEAN!
NOTE: Strainers may be located in the supply lines.  Refer to the piping schematic for locations.

Remove the metal strainer from the holder.

Clean the inside and outside of the strainer using compressed air or a brush and mild detergent.

Replace the strainer in the holder.

Replace the strainer cap by turning it clockwise until it is securely seated.

Check solenoid valves for internal and external leaks
Make sure solenoid valves are unimpeded and have a smooth, “snappy” operation.

Install a valve repair kit, as needed.

Inspect and tap all check valves
Replace as necessary.

EVERY QUARTER cont.
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Check the incoming air supply pressure (air-operated valves)
PRIMUS sterilizers with air operated valves should operate at 60 - 80 PSIG.
PRIMUS sterilizers with optional air operated door gasket(s) should be set to 28 - 30 PSIG.
NOTE: Depending on the size of the valves in use, larger valves may need higher pressure.

Check the incoming steam pressure
Adjust the steam supply regulator so pressure returns to 40 PSIG static after any dynamic steam flow.

NOTE:  There is a tee downstream, for the pressure regulator, to temporarily install a pressure gauge.

Once set, watch to ensure the pressure does not steadily climb from the initial regulator setting.

NOTE:  If pressure climbs from the initial regulator setting, this indicates the regulator is leaking and needs to be replaced.

Inspect pipe fittings, valves and connections for leaks or corrosion
Repair or replace if necessary.

Replacing or reseating the door gasket
To remove the gasket, insert a PRIMUS gasket removal tool between the gasket groove and the gasket.

NOTE: A gasket tool is included in the PRIMUS Care Package.

NOTE: The tool can be ordered from PRIMUS using PN 801356.
Gently remove the gasket by prying it forward from the groove.

NOTE: Take care not to nick or gouge the gasket when removing.

When a portion of the gasket is out of the groove, carefully pull the remainder from the groove.

NOTE: Irregular retraction of the gasket, into the gasket groove, may be due to an aging gasket.

Inspect the entire circumference for cuts, nicks, gouges, or irregularities caused by wear.

If there is no wear or damage, rinse the gasket with clean water and dry with lint-free cloth. 

If reusing the gasket, reverse the gasket so the sides that faced the head rings, now face the door.

Clean all exterior, stainless steel surfaces of the sterilizer cabinet

Test steam operating pressures
Verify and correct consistent steam operating pressures after the regulator.  
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EVERY YEAR
Clean the gasket grooves
Clean the gasket grooves with detergent and a cloth.

NOTE: Allow time to dry thoroughly before reinstalling the gasket into the groove.

Clean the inside surface of the door where the gasket contact is made.

Reinstall the gasket by locating the seam of the door gasket.

NOTE: Start by placing the seam in the straight section between the center and the corner in the top part of the gasket groove.

Press the gasket into the head ring groove (working from side-to-side, top-to-bottom).

Make sure to equally distribute the excess ____ and use your fingers to press the gasket, deeply, into the door gasket groove.

Need more help?  Visit the Did You Know #112 for the gasket installation procedure.

Check the steam pressure relief valve for leaks
Replace the steam pressure relief valve annually (or when leakage is found). 

Inspect entire PRIMUS sterilizer assembly
Check steam __(pressure?)_______

Check water ____(pressure?)

Check for air leaks (where?)

Check electrical
Verify the presence of a secure electrical ground.  

Perform a complete calibration of the PRIMUS sterilizer
End-user determines the frequency of calibrations.  PRIMUS recommends calibrating the unit annually.
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Run test cycles
Verify proper timing  Verify cycle progression

LCD indicators working  Verify operator’s panel is working

Verify audible alarms are working

EVERY QUARTER cont.

Inspect inside PRIMUS sterilizer chamber for scale
DO NOT USE CLEANERS THAT CONTAIN CHLORINE!
If scale is present, use a cleaner and descaler according to container’s directions.

While scale accumulation varies, PRIMUS recommends a regular schedule for descaling based on facility usage.

Check the condition of air filter(s) and O-rings gasket
THE FILTER ASSEMBLY MUST BE AIR TIGHT.
NOTE:  Especially important if the service area is subjected to significant dust and/or debris.

Clean the PRIMUS sterilizer’s mechanical space
DO NOT USE CLEANERS THAT CONTAIN CHLORINE!
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As Needed
Replacing or reseating the door gasket
To remove the gasket, insert a PRIMUS gasket removal tool between the gasket groove and the gasket.

NOTE: A gasket tool is included in the PRIMUS Care Package.

NOTE: The tool can be ordered from PRIMUS using PN 801356.
Gently remove the gasket by prying it forward from the groove.

NOTE: Take care not to nick or gouge the gasket when removing.

When a portion of the gasket is out of the groove, carefully pull the remainder from the groove.

NOTE: Irregular retraction of the gasket, into the gasket groove, may be due to an aging gasket.

Inspect the entire circumference for cuts, nicks, gouges, or irregularities caused by wear.

If there is no wear or damage, rinse the gasket with clean water and dry with lint-free cloth. 

If reusing the gasket, reverse the gasket so the sides that faced the head rings, now face the door.

Inspect pipe fittings, valves and connections for leaks or corrosion
Repair or replace if necessary.

Check solenoid valves for internal and external leaks
Make sure solenoid valves are unimpeded and have a smooth, “snappy” operation.

Install a valve repair kit, as needed.

Inspect and tap all check valves
Replace as necessary.

Check steam traps
Check all steam traps for proper operation.

Install a new steam trap or steam trap kit if a steam trap is failing. 

C A U T I O N 
WHEN REMOVING ANY EQUIPMENT COVERS, OR ENTERING THE CHAMBER FOR
MAINTENANCE, SHUT OFF ALL UTILITIES AND ALLOW THE STERILIZER AND PIPS
TO COOL PRIOR TO PERFORMING MAINTENANCE.  CHECK SURFACE
TEMPERATURES BEFORE ATTEMPTING WORK.  USE HEAT RESISTANT PROTECTIVE
CLOTHING AUTHORIZED BY THE OWNER’S SAFETY OFFICER.

W A R N I N G
DO NOT USE STEEL WIRE BRUSHES OR STEEL WOOL IN THE SURFACES OF THE 
CHAMBER OR THE CHAMBER DOOR.  IF INTENSE CLEANING IS REQUIRED, USE
NYLON BRUSHES OR CLEANING PADS, SUCH AS 3M SCOTCHBRITE™ OR
EQUIVALENT.
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